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Abstract. This note is devoted to the question of possible "generative power" of ternary operations
on finite sets. To any natural number n > 2 an example of a finite set B and a ternary operation t
on B is given, such that the clone on B generated by the operation t contains no unary operation
except the identity OP B and it can be generated by a set of n binary operations on Bt but it is
not generated by any set of binary operations of cardinality less than n.
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1. P R E L I M I N A R I E S A N D NOTATIONS
The following considerations deal withfinitealgebras without miliary operations.
Let A be a finite set. Given any k-ary operation/on A and any /-ary operations
fi > ...,/kon A9 composing them one gets an /-ary operation on A which is denoted
by f(/i, ...,ffc). For any positive integer k and any l e {1, ..., k}9 the i-th fc-ary
projection on A is denoted by Ae\ or briefly by e\.
By a clone on A any set of operations on A is meant, containing all projections
on A and closed under composition of operations. Any finite set # of operations
on A generates the least clone IF on A containing * as a subset. It is just the set
of all polynomials of the finite algebra 91 = (A, #).
By a finite multiplicity type any sequence \i « (JA iil9 ...) of non-negative
integers is meant, having only a finite number of positive members. The algebra %.
is of type \i if for any non-negative integer k there existfc-arypolynomials gj of %
where £ e {1, ...,/**}, such that the set of polynomials {gj | k * 0,1, ...; f
€ {1, ..., nk}} generates the same clone 3F on A as the set of operations $ does.
On the set T of all finite multiplicity types \i with \i0 = 0 an order may be introduced putting \i ^ v iff iik + fik+1 + ... ^ vk + v k+1 + ... for any positive
integer k. In [2], it is shown that if * contains no miliary operations then the set
TW. of all finite types of the algebra % is an order-filter in the ordered set (T9 ^ ) .
Any order-filter in (T9 ^) is determined by the set of all its minimal elements, and
09
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this set is finite. Therefore, the set of all finite types of 21 is determined by the
finite set T0 % of all minimal types of the algebra 21.
For more detailed information on the mentioned notions see e.g. [1], [2].
The question arises, which finite sets of pairwise incomparable finite types can
be obtained as the sets of all minimal types of suitable finite algebras. One class
of examples demonstrating the possible richness of these sets is given in [2].
Another special case is considered in what follows.

2. T H E E X A M P L E
To any natural number n _ 2 a finite algebra 23 is found such that
T0<8 = {(0, 0, n9 0, 0, ...), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ...)}.
Let B = {+, 0, 1, 2, ..., n — 1, T, 2, ..., n — 1, -*}, where all elements are pairwise different.
Let b9bl9 b29 ...9bn_i be the binary operations on B defined as follows:
A(+,0) = 1,6(+, 1) = 2, . . . , £ ( + , * - 2 ) = « - l , 6 ( + , / i - 1) = 0;
^ ( + , 0 ) = !;
6 2 (+,0) = 2;
K-l(+,

0) = n - l ;

and the other values are given by the scheme
= f(P,r-) = < r ; i i f f r r ; ^
\p9 it r 4= p9
for r e {1, 2, ..., n - 1},
pe{09 1,2, ...9n - 1},
f(r9S) = s
f o r r , s e { l , 2 , ...9n - 1},
f(x9 x) = x for xe {+, 0, 1, 2, ..., n — 1}, and
/(*> y) = "* in the remaining cases,
-where /stands for any of the operations
b9bl9b2^^,bn_l.
Let t be the ternary operation on B given by the equality:
f(^)

t = Kb^^el

(A)

e\)9 ... b(b2(e\9 e\)9 b(b^e\9 e\)9 e\)) ...).

Let SB = (B, {t}).
Now (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ...) 6 T23 and (0,0, n9 0, 0, ...) e T23 as well since the set of
operations {b9 bl9 bl9 .^9bn_t} generates the same clone on B as the operation t
•does, as it follows from the equalities:
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b = t(e\,e\,

...

t(e\,e\,t(e\,e\,e\))...),

- \t(e\,e22,t(e\,e\,el)),

K-i =
b„-2= t(e\, e\, í(e\, e\, t(e\, e\, e\))\
bi = t(e\, e\, t(e\, e\, ... t(e\, e\, t(e\, e\, e\)) ...)).
-n - 1The verification of these equalities is mechanic and is omitted.
Evidently, the only unary polynomial of 23 is the identity Be\, because all the
operations b,bl,b2, -.-,bn_l are idempotent.
It remains to show that for any type /* e T% at least one of the two conditions
\i _\ (0, 0, n, 0, 0, ...) or ju = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ...) holds. But the types satisfying no
such condition are just of the form (0, i,j, 0, 0, ...), where i is a non-negative integer
and ye {0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1}. Since 93 has no unary polynomials except the unary
projection, it is enough to prove that (0, 0,f, 0, 0, ...) e T5B implies j _i n.
Let ba,ybfi9yb*,b*, where a, ye {0,1,2, ...,n - 1} and j8e{l,2, ..., n - 1},
be the binary operations on B defined as follows:
ba(+,p)

for any p e {0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1} is the number
from {0, 1, 2, ..., n — 1} congruent to p + a
modulo n;

%(+, y) = h
y

b%+, y) = a;
and the other values are given by the scheme (A), where / stands for any of the
operations b", ybfi, yb", b*.
All the operations b", ybl), yb", b* are binary polynomials of 33, as it follows from
the equalities:
b1 = b,
b" = b(e\,b*-1)forae{2,...,n
- 1},
b° = b(e\,b"-1),
\ = *,.
\ = b^e\, b"-y) for /?, y e {1, 2, . . . , « - 1},
°b°-b&^b0),
°b" = b"(e\, °b°),
y
b° =b(yb1,b"-y),
y
b" = b"(e\, yb°) for a, y e (1, 2, ..., n - 1},
b* = bib, e\).
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Moreover, all the operations b, bi9 b2, ..., bn_i occur among those polynomials.
Let V = {b*,ybfi,yb*,b* | a , y e { 0 , 1,2, ...,« - 1}, pe{\,2, ...,n - 1}}. Let
V == {*e\, Be\} u W u {f(e\, e\)\fe W}. Then ¥ is just the set of all binary
polynomials of the algebra SB. To see that, it remains to check that the set W is closed
under composition of polynomials. This may be done simultaneously with the
verification of the following assertion:
Whenever/,g,heW are such that/(g, h) = b* or f(g, h) = b*(e\, e\) for some
a e {0, 1, 2, ..., n — 1}, then there is a' e {0, 1, 2, ..,, n — 1} such that one of the
polynomials/,g, h is equal to b*' or to b*'(e\, e\). Whenever f,g,heW
are such
y
y
that f(g, h) = bfi or f(g, h) = £f(e2, ej) for some j3 e {1, 2, . . . , « - 1} and y e
6 {0, 1, 2, ..., w — 1}, then there is y' e {0, 1, 2, ..., n — 1} such that one of the
polynomials /, g, h is equal to y'b or to y bfi(e\, e\).
To verify the last two assertions, it is enough to take/e W and to consider the
following cases:
(i)g = *e\,heV,
(U)g = *e\,heW,
(iii) geW,h = *e\9
(iv)geW,h
= *e\.
(v)
g,heV,
(vi) g e V and /z == h'(e\,e\)9 where h' e !T.
The cases (iii) and (vi) are easy. In (ii), (iv) and (v) a differentiation is to be done
with respect to possible kinds of g and h. The remaining case (i) needs a full
differentiation according to various kinds of/and h. The complete calculation is
a routine and is omitted.
Now, let (0, 0,f, 0,0,...) e TSB and let {/-.,..., /}} be the corresponding set of
binary polynomials of 95 generating the same clone on B as the set of operations
{b, bt,b2, ..., 6„-i} does. Without loss of generality one may s u p p o s e ^ , ...,/ y }e
e y . From the preceding assertion it follows that there is a e {0,1, 2, ..., n — 1}
such that b*e{fx, ...,j}} and, further, for each /?e{l,2, . . . , / * - l } there is
y e {0, 1, 2, ..., n — 1} such that ybfi e {fx, ...,/}}. But these operations are pairwise different. Hence j = n.
3. A D D E N D U M
For any natural number m ^ 4 there exists a finite algebra X> such that
-T0X> = {(0,0,2,0, ...),(0,0, ...,0, 1,0, ...)}.
m
To any natural number m ^ 4 an example of a finite set D and of two binary
operations u and w on D may be provided such that the clone on D generated by
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the set of operations {w, w} can be generated by a single w-ary operation d on D9
but it is not generated by any single operation of the arity less than m. Moreover,
the operations u9 w can be chosen in such a way that u(e\9 e\) = w(e\9 e\) is
a constant map of the set D to a certain element of Z), the algebra D = (Z>, {w, H>})
has no other unary polynomials than the identity De\ and the mentioned constant
map, and if
d = w(u(u(e?9 eZ\ ... u(u(e?9 em5)9 u(u(e?9 el), u(u(eml9 e^)9 e?))) ...), e?)9
then the following equalities hold:
u = d(ei, e\, e\9 e\9 e\,

...9e\)9

w = d(e\9 e\9 u9 u(e\, u)9 u(e\9 u(e\9 u))9 ..., u(e\9 ... u(e\, u(e\9 u)) ...)).

... /
-m — 2
Unfortunately, the description of the operations u and w remains still too much
complicated and the proof of the corresponding assertion is lengthy and cannot be
presented here.
Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to L. Poldk who made him familiar with the related
topics and suggested him the problem under consideration.
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